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Abstract: In this paper we develop a general formalism of a path approach for non-
equilibrium statistical mechanics. Firstly, we consider the classical Gibbs approach for 
states and find that this formalism is ineffective for non-equilibrium phenomena 
because it is based on a distribution of probabilities indirectly. Secondly, we develop a 
path formalism which is directly based on the distribution of probabilities and therefore 
significantly simplifies the analytical approach. The new formalism requires 
generalizing the ‘static’, state quantities of a system, like entropy or free energy 
potential, to their path analogues. Also we obtain a path balance equation and an 
equation of equilibrium path. For the distribution of probabilities we obtain a 
functional dependence similar to the Feynman’s path integral formalism of action, only 
now the role of a Hamiltonian is played by the state entropy. For the production of the 
state free energy we illustrate a significant dependence on the type of system’s 
connectivity. 
1. Introduction 
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A century ago the formalism of equilibrium statistical mechanics has been developed 
by Boltzmann [1-3] and Gibbs [4, 5] for thermodynamic systems. However, for the 
case of non-equilibrium phenomena the general formalism is far from having been 
completely developed. Multiple approaches have been suggested. However, many of 
them require some additional assumptions or excessive information. For example, 
Onsager’s kinetics requires linearization [6, 7] while the theory of dynamical response, 
employing the convolution with a response function [8, 9], beside initial and boundary 
conditions requires the knowledge of the past evolution of a process during some time 
interval. Our belief is that the general formalism, if would be developed, should inherit 
the mathematical beauty and simplicity of the Gibbs approach of equilibrium statistical 
mechanics.  
As an example in this paper we consider a system in the canonical ensemble 
with a thermobath. Other ensembles could be also constructed following similar rules. 
In section 2 we describe the general characteristics of the system and ensemble. In 
section 3 we investigate what the distribution of probabilities is for a non-equilibrium 
system. In section 4 we expand the classical Gibbs approach for non-equilibrium 
processes and in section 5 demonstrate why this approach becomes ineffective. In 
section 6 we develop a path approach as the most basic approach directly based on the 
distribution of probabilities. Also we develop new concepts of path entropy and path 
free energy potential. For the state free energy in section 6.5 we illustrate why its 
behavior depends significantly on the type of connectivity of a particular system under 
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consideration. In section 7 we consider the case of random walk of excitations as a 
simple example. 
2. Non-equilibrium canonical ensemble 
We consider a system in the non-equilibrium canonical ensemble with a thermobath. 
We will not assume any specific knowledge about the thermobath except that it is in 
the state of its equilibrium and has many more degrees of freedom than a system and 
therefore dictates a constant temperature T as a boundary constraint (further on BC) 
which is independent of any possible system’s behavior. The interaction between the 
system and the thermobath consists only of energy exchange; therefore energy levels 
of the system and the thermobath are assumed to be identifiable separately. 
We assume that the system has discrete energy microlevels }{E  with energies 
EE E ≡}{ . For a system without interactions of degrees of freedom these microlevels are 
degenerate and packed into macrolevels U
':}{
}{]'[
EEE
EE
=
≡ . For a system with interactions 
we group closely located microlevels }{E  into macrolevels ][E  as it is usually done in 
classical equilibrium statistical mechanics. For a macrolevel ][E  we assume a general 
statement that its degeneracy ][Eg  has an exponential dependence on the number of 
degrees of freedom N in the system. For simplicity we assume all microprocesses in 
the system to be Markov of order 1, however we will not require any knowledge about 
reversibility of these processes. 
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For both equilibrium and non-equilibrium systems we associate states of a 
system with its energy levels. So, as microstate }{E  we will refer to a microlevel }{E  
and as macrostate ][E  we will refer to a macrolevel ][E . Everywhere further, because 
we consider only the case of the canonical ensemble, these terms of states and levels 
will be used intermittently and we will not differentiate them. In the case of other 
ensembles the macro- and microstates should be associated with the corresponding 
system bases, for example, energy levels for a given number of particles for the grand 
canonical ensemble. 
For a macrostate ]'[E , following the terminology of our previous publications 
[10, 11], we introduce extensive quantities like entropy, energy, and Helmholtz energy 
of this macrostate (for details of this formalism we refer a Reader to these 
publications). As energy of the macrostate ]'[E  we will refer to the energy 
'
]'[}{:}{
}{}{]'[ EwEE
EEE
EEE =≡ ∑
∈
 of this macrolevel ]'[E . As entropy of the macrostate ]'[E  we 
will refer to the entropy of a system isolated in this macrostate: 
]'[
]'[}{:}{
}{}{]'[ lnln E
EEE
EEE gwwS =−≡ ∑
∈
 where ]'[}'{ /1 EE gw =  is a probability of a microlevel for a 
system isolated in the macrolevel ]'[E . As Helmholtz energy of the macrostate ]'[E  we 
will refer to the Helmholtz energy of a system isolated in this macrostate: 
]'[
/'
]'[
]'[}{:}{
}{}{
]'[}{:}{
}{}{]'[ lnlnln E
TE
E
EEE
EE
EEE
EEE ZTegTwwTwEA −=−=+≡ −
∈∈
∑∑  where 
TE
E
EEE
TE
E egeZ E
/'
]'[
]'[}{:}{
/
]'[
}{ −
∈
− =≡ ∑  is the partial partition function of this macrostate [11]. 
3. Distribution of probabilities 
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To find the distribution of probabilities for the non-equilibrium canonical ensemble we 
have to recall first how the Boltzmann distribution of energies is obtained in the 
classical case of the equilibrium canonical ensemble.  
The canonical ensemble (equilibrium or not) is defined as a system isolated 
together with a thermobath. The BC of isolation requires that the total energy, as a sum 
of the energy of the system E and the energy of the thermobath Ethermobath, is supported 
constant: constEEE thermobath =+≡Σ . When the system realizes itself on a microlevel }{E , 
this energy E is consumed from the thermobath which otherwise would have the total 
energy ΣE : EEEthermobath −≡ Σ . Therefore, the thermobath can realize itself on thermobathEEg ][ −Σ  
microlevels. For a system in the state of its own equilibrium and in equilibrium with 
the thermobath all fluctuations from the state of equilibrium are assumed to be an i.i.d. 
process (the distribution of probabilities of a next state does not depend on a current 
state of the system). Because all microlevels of the total system Σ are assumed to be 
equiprobable, and because as a next microlevel the system can choose any microlevel 
in its spectrum, the probability BCEw }{  for the system to choose }{E  as a next microstate is 
proportional to thermobathEEg ][ −Σ . Defining the entropy of the thermobath macrolevel ][
thermobathE  
as thermobathEE thermobaththermobath gS ][][ ln≡  we obtain ( )][}{ exp EEBCE Sw −Σ∝ . Here we used the superscript ‘BC’ 
to indicate that this probability is dictated by the equilibrium with the BC T. Also we 
assumed and will assume further on that the Boltzmann constant kB is chosen to be 
unity by the appropriate choice of the temperature units.  
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Because the thermobath has much higher energy than the system we can use a 
Taylor expansion to obtain  
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅−∝ ΣΣ EEdE
dS
Sw thermobath
E
E
BC
E
thermobath
)(exp ][][}{  or 
 (1) 
( )TE
Z
w EBC
BC
E /exp
1
}{}{ −=  
where ZBC is the partition function of the system in equilibrium with the thermobath 
( )∑ −≡
}{
}{ /exp
E
E
BC TEZ . 
Now we return to the case of the non-equilibrium system. The difference from 
the case of the equilibrium system is that the processes are already not i.i.d. but 
Markov of order 1. Indeed, macromotion in a system cannot attenuate immediately but 
only through a chain of non-equilibrium states. The excessive heat cannot be 
transferred immediately to the thermobath but only through a chain of non-equilibrium 
states. Some processes can be prohibited as irreversible like disappearance of cracks in 
a solid. In an ideal gas the molecules cannot jump immediately to arbitrary positions 
but should follow their velocity vectors. Also, to take energy from the thermobath the 
molecules must be in the vicinity of the thermobath’ boundary. Therefore if the system 
resides on a microlevel }{E , not all microlevels are possible as a next state }'{E . Often 
the possible next microlevels have to be at the adjacent macrolevels. For example, the 
thermobath could be a radiation field where each molecule of a system can consume a 
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quant with the given frequency to move its system to a next microlevel. Or, contrary, 
atoms of the thermobath could be two level systems and consume only given amount 
of energy. Another bright example is a lattice system of two level atoms where the 
change of microlevels is equivalent to the flip of one site at the boundary between the 
lattice and the thermobath. This again illustrates the limited connectivity that real 
systems possess in contrast to the i.i.d. assumption of the equilibrium Gibbs ensemble. 
To find the probability for a non-equilibrium system to move from a microlevel 
}{E  on a microlevel }'{E  we follow the derivation above for the equilibrium case. 
However now the energy of a current state E cannot be returned to the thermobath 
during only one jump into a new state and the thermobath has a chance to consume 
only the change of the energy 'EE −  but not the total E. Therefore the probability 
BC
EEw }'{}{ →  of the transition }'{}{ EE →  is proportional now to thermobath EEEEg )]'()[( −−−Σ  and we obtain 
( ) ( )TEE
EZ
EEEww BC
BCBC
EE /)'(exp})({
1',}'{}{ −−=−≡→ . (2) 
Here the connectivity of the thermobath has been assumed to be perfect: each 
thermobath’ microlevel can move to any other thermobath’ microlevel.  
It could seem that we simply transferred the multiplier ( )TE /exp  from the 
partition function })({EZ BC , making the last dependent on E. However, the situation is 
more complex than that because now in the partition function we sum only the possible 
paths ( )∑
→
−−≡
givenisEEE
BC TEEEZ
}{:}'{}{
/)'(exp})({ . In other words, the distribution of probabilities 
for a Markov process depends on the paths among states but not on the next states. So, 
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we accumulated the complexity of available paths summing over them. Further on for 
simplicity we will assume that })({EZ BC  does not depend on a particular microlevel }{E  
of the macrolevel ][E  but only on the energy E: )(})({ EZEZ BCBC = . In other words, it is 
the same for all microlevels }{E  of the initial macrolevel ][E  - all microlevels of a 
given macrolevel have identical outgoing and incoming connectivity. What should be 
done if this assumption is not valid will be briefly discussed later at the end of 
section 6. 
4. The classical Gibbs approach of states 
In this section we apply the classical equilibrium Gibbs approach to the non-
equilibrium system. In other words, we identify microstates of the system with its 
microlevels and macrostates of the system with its macrolevels. The main our goal is to 
find the probability for the non-equilibrium system to be in a macrostate ][ ν=tE  at time 
t = ν.  
Let us assume that at time t = 0 the ensemble of systems is in a macrostate ][
0=tE  
with the equiprobable initial probabilities ][}{ 00 /1 == = tt EBCE gw  for the microstates of this 
macrostate ][
0=tE , where ][ 0=tEg  is the degeneracy of this macrostate. For simplicity we 
assume that a jump into a next state takes a discrete time interval dt = 1. First we need 
to find the probability that this system will choose a macrostate ][
1=tE  as its next state. 
For each path from one of the initial microstates }{
0=tE  into one of the next microstates 
}{
1=tE  the probability is the same 
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( ) ( )TEE
EZg
EEEww
tt
t
BC
E
ttt
BCBC
EE tt
/)(exp
)(
11,
01
0][
010}{}{
0
10 ==
=
===→ −−=−≡== . (3) 
The total probability for the system to move into the macrostate ][
1=tE  equals then the 
number of all possible paths ][}{][ 100 == → tt EEE gg  leading from a microlevel of the 
macrolevel ][
0=tE  onto the microlevels of the macrolevel ][ 1=tE times the probability of 
each path given by equation (3): 
( )
010][}{][
,
101 ===→ −= === tttBCEEBCE EEEwgW ttt . (4) 
An important fact here is that we have introduced an important quantity ]'[}{ EEg →  
characterizing the ‘geometric’, Markov connectivity between two macrolevels. This 
quantity depends only on the connections of the Markov process as a model input and 
contains all complexity of the process memory. 
We were lucky above to obtain such a simple form for equation (4). This 
happened because the initial probabilities of the microstates were equiprobable: 
][}{ 00
/1
==
=
tt E
BC
E gw . But we encounter a difficulty already at the next time-step. To find the 
probability for the system to be at time t = 2 in a macrostate ][
2=tE  we need to sum all 
possible ways leading the system from a microstate }{
0=tE  into a microstate }{ 1=tE , and 
then into a microstate }{
2=tE , each with its own probability: 
( ) ( )
121][}{
][
010][}{][
,,
21
1
102 ===→===→ −−= ==
=
=== ∑ tttBCEE
E
ttt
BC
EE
BC
E EEEwgEEEwgW tt
t
ttt
. (5) 
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Correspondently, the probability for the system to be at time t = ν in a macrostate 
][ ν=tE  includes already ν – 1 sums over all intermediate macrostates: 
( ) ( )∑ ∑ −−→→ −⋅⋅−= −
−][
11][}{
][
010][}{][
1
1
1
10
,...,...
E
BC
EE
E
BC
EE
BC
E EEEwgEEEwgW ννννν
ν
ν
. (6) 
To find a state at which the ensemble will be on average at the time t = ν we have to 
find the maximum of equation (6) over all possible macrostates ][ νE . It could be 
possible for the system to find analytically ]'[}{ EEg →  as a number of all possible paths 
connecting two macrolevels. This number is a model input and therefore is usually 
known. However, to obtain an analytical solution for t – 1 sums in (6) is generally a 
cumbersome or impossible task. 
5. Restrictions of the classical Gibbs approach 
Gibbs statistical mechanics identifies microstates of the system with the system’s 
microlevels and macrostates of the system with the system’s macrolevels. With this 
definition in the general case we have to utilize the general Gibbs formula  
[ ])()( {}{} twFtdtdw BC
BC
=  (7) 
that the evolution of the distribution of probabilities of microstates is determined by 
some functional dependence on the previous history of this evolution. We assumed in 
equation (7) that the process is a Markov process of order 1 and the evolution depends 
only on the current state of the system at this time t. Being even more general, we 
would have to include the functional dependence on the total evolution before the 
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time t: [ ]tttwFt
dt
dw BC
BC
≤= '),'()( {}{} . For a system of theoretical mechanics this equation 
would be [ ])(,)( {}{} twHtdtdw equil
equil
= , where H is a Hamiltonian of this system. For a 
quantum system we similarly have [ ])(,)( {}{} twHtdtwdi equil
equil )))h = . 
To obtain the distribution of probabilities for microstates at time t we have to 
integrate equation (7) over all possible paths among levels. Any microlevel at the time 
t is a result of the tremendous number of different paths leading to this microlevel. We 
have to integrate all these combinatorial paths with their own probabilities to obtain the 
final distribution of probabilities for microlevels at the time t. The probabilities of 
paths depend on all intermediate macrolevels and not only on the final microlevel. 
Therefore the integration of combinatorial sums becomes cumbersome. 
This approach corresponds to classical Gibbs non-equilibrium statistical 
mechanics, when microstates of a system are identified with the system’s microlevels 
and macrostates of a system are identified with the system’s macrolevels. However, we 
know that the probabilities for a Markov processes are associated not with the states 
but with the paths among these states (in other words, with transition rates). Therefore 
it is much easier to find a distribution of probabilities for a macrogroup of paths than 
for all paths leading to a macrostate. In Gibbs equation (7) the states of a system were 
chosen as bases, although we see that everything points on the fact that as bases we 
should choose not the states but the paths [12-20]. In the next section we will see how 
to develop an approach, different from Gibbs’ one, associated not with the system’s 
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states but with the system’s paths. The benefit of this approach will be that its bases 
will not include integrals of the system’s states of the previous system evolution but, in 
contrast, will be this evolution itself. 
6. Path approach 
6.1. Distribution of probabilities 
As an illustration, we consider again the non-equilibrium canonical ensemble. We 
assume that each system makes ν jumps among its states. For simplicity we assume all 
time intervals dt be the same for all systems in the ensemble. So, the time evolution of 
our ensemble has ν discrete time-steps from t0 = 0 to tν = ν · dt. For each time-step ti the 
value of the energy at this time-step we denote as E|i. For the total process the total 
history of the energy is E(t) ≡ E|0,…, E|ν. We assume that the process always starts 
from the given value of energy E|0, so the quantity E|0 will not be variable in the 
ensemble. 
At each time-step ti a particular system in the ensemble has its own value of 
energy E|i and is on one of microlevels }{ iE  corresponding to this energy. For the total 
process from t0 = 0 to tν = ν · dt we construct all possible chains of microlevels. Each 
such chain, as a possible sequence of particular microlevels }{},...,{},{
10 νEEE , will be 
referred to as a micropath }{...}{}{
10 νEEE →→→  (further on we will abbreviate this 
notation as }{}{
0 νEE → ). 
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Let’s assume that for a micropath }{}{
0 νEE →  the sequence of the levels has the 
evolution of the energy E(t) ≡ E|0,…, E|ν. Then the probability of this micropath is  
( )∏∏
= −−=
→→ −−== −
νν
ν
1
1
1][1
}{}{
][
}{}|{ /)(exp)(
111)]([
0
1
0
0
i
ii
i
BC
Ei
BC
EE
E
BC
EE TEEEZg
w
g
tEw
ii
 (8) 
where ( )∑
→
−−≡
givenisEEE
BC TEEEZ
}{:}'{}{
/)'(exp)( . This probability BC EEw }{}{ 0 ν→  is dictated by the 
prescribed BC T. This BC is a model input; a thermobath dictates the equilibrium (with 
this thermobath) distribution of probabilities for different paths but a system actually 
can realize a non-equilibrium probability distribution }{}{ 0 νEEw →  for its paths. Only the 
equilibrium distribution of probabilities is dictated by the BC. Therefore we used 
abbreviation ‘BC’ to emphasize that this probability distribution corresponds to the 
equilibrium with the BC.  
As to a macropath ][...][][
10 νEEE →→→  (further on we will abbreviate this 
notation as ][][
0 νEE → ) we will refer to a subset of all micropaths }{}{ 0 νEE →  
corresponding to the specified evolution of the energy E(t): 
U
ii EEEE
EEEE
=→
→=→
:}{}{
00
0
}{}{][][
ν
νν . The probabilities of these micropaths are given by 
equation (8) and the number of these micropaths is 
∏
=
→→ −=
ν
ν
1
][}{][][][ 100
i
EEEEE ii
ggg . (9) 
where ]'[}{ EEg →  is again the number of all possible micropaths leading from a microlevel 
of the macrolevel ][E  onto the microlevels of the macrolevel ]'[E . In section 3 we 
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assumed that the partition function })({EZ BC  does not depend on the choice of a 
particular }{E  among all ][}{ EE ∈ , i.e. all initial microlevels of the same macrolevel 
have the same outgoing connectivity to the next macrolevels. In equation (9) we 
assume that all incoming connections give rise to the same number of outgoing 
connections. I.e., we have the same assumption of ‘equiconnectivity’ at work. 
Therefore the quantity ]'[}{ EEg →  is a ‘geometric’ model input, defining the structure of 
the Markov process. What should be done if the assumption of equiconnectivity is 
invalid we will discuss at the end of this section. 
The probability for the system to have a macropath ][][
0 νEE →  (to move among 
macrolevels with the specified energy E(t)) is 
)]([)]([)]([ }{}{][][
][][{}{}
}{}{][][ 00
0
00
tEwgtEwtEW BC EEEE
EE
BC
EE
BC
EE νν
ν
νν →→→∈→
→→ == ∑ . (10) 
We used above the term ‘equilibrium’ but did not specify what we refer to using 
this term. The wrong way would be to imagine a system in some detailed balance. We 
study the non-equilibrium evolution of the system far from the equilibrium state. Using 
the term ‘equilibrium’ we refer to the ensemble of paths whose stochastic properties 
correspond to the prescribed BC T (whose stochastic properties are in equilibrium with 
the prescribed BC T). In other words, if the ensemble of systems chooses its paths in 
accordance with equation (8), we will refer to these paths as being in equilibrium with 
the prescribed BC T. However, we also can consider other ensembles which do not 
obey the prescribed BC T and follow in their evolutions some non-equilibrium 
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distributions of probabilities {}{}→w  for paths. These ensembles we will refer to as non-
equilibrium. 
For the equilibrium we will use two different definitions. The BC T is assumed 
to prescribe the equilibrium probability distribution BCw {}{}→  for all micropaths. 
Therefore, the equilibrium with this BC could be identified with an ensemble of 
systems which realizes all micropaths with equilibrium probabilities (8): BCww {}{}{}{} →→ = . 
In other words, all micropaths are possible but their probabilities are dictated by the 
BC T. The superscript ‘BC’ will be used for this definition. Then the value of any time-
dependent quantity f(t) in equilibrium with the BC T is by definition  
∑
→
→→≡
{}{}
{}{}{}{} )()( tfwtf
BCBC . (11) 
In contrast, another definition of the equilibrium is the equilibrium (most 
probable) macropath, i.e., an ensemble that realizes only (that is isolated in) a subset of 
micropaths corresponding to the most probable macropath. This is the macropath 
which gives the main contribution to the partition function. In other words, this is the 
ensemble which follows only that macropath ][][
0 νEE →  which corresponds to the 
maximum of )]([][][ 0 tEW
BC
EE ν→  in the space of all possible functions E(t). To distinguish 
this case the superscript ‘(0)’ will be used. 
As an example, we may consider the equilibrium time dependence of energy 
E(t). As BCtE )(  we refer to the energy evolution averaged over the equilibrium 
distribution of probabilities  
16 
≡≡ ∑
→
→→
{}{}
{}{}{}{} )()(
BCBC wtEtE  
 (12) 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=
=
=
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
=
=
≡ ∑∑
→
→→
→
→ i
EE
BC
EEiEEi
BC
E ttwEg
ttE
ttwE
ttE
i
,
,
,
,
][][
}{}{][][
00
{}{}
{}{}}{
00
0
00
ν
νν
. 
As E(0)(t) we refer to the dependence of the intact parameter corresponding to the most 
probable macropath:  
)]([max)]([ ][][,...,
)0(
][][ 0
1
)0()0(
0
tEWtEW BC EEEE
BC
EE ννν
→→ = . (13) 
Of course, in the thermodynamic limit these quantities are equal: )()( )0( tEtE BC ≈ . 
6.2. Path entropy 
Now we consider a system isolated in a macropath ][][
0 νEE → . The number ][][ 0 νEEg →  
of micropaths corresponding to this macropath is given by equation (9) and the 
probability of any of these micropaths is ][][}{}{ 00 /1 νν EEEE gw →→ =  (because the system is 
isolated in this macropath). Because the criterion of isolation in a macropath is not in 
equilibrium with the BC T, the probability, so obtained, does not correspond to the 
equilibrium distribution for paths (8) and we have not used the superscript ‘BC’. The 
entropy of this macropath is  
][][
][][{}{}
{}{}{}{}][][ 0
0
0
lnln
ν
ν
ν EE
EE
EE gwwS →
→∈→
→→→ =−≡ ∑ . (14) 
We should emphasize here that so introduced entropy is the ‘path’ entropy of the 
distribution of probabilities for the paths [13, 20] and must not be associated with the 
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classical Gibbs entropy associated with the distributions of probabilities for the states 
(levels). In our notations of section 2 the classical Gibbs entropy would be 
∑−≡
){}(
){}(){}( )(ln)()(
t
tt twtwtS  as the average at time t over the probabilities )(){}( tw t  of 
microlevels at this time. Our path entropy ∑
→
→→−≡
{}{}
{}{}{}{} ln wwS  is associated with the 
probabilities {}{}→w  of micropaths of the total process [13, 20] and cannot be attributed 
to system characteristics at a particular time t. 
For the equilibrium with the BC T the distribution of probabilities is the 
equilibrium distribution (8): BCww {}{}{}{} →→ = . Therefore the equilibrium entropy is  
∑∑
→
→→→
→
→→ −=−≡
][][
}{}{}{}{][][
{}{}
{}{}{}{}
0
000
lnln
ν
ννν
EE
BC
EE
BC
EEEE
BCBCBC wwgwwS . (15) 
The function BC EEW ][][ 0 ν→ , given by equation (10), is a product of ][][ 0 νEEg →  and 
BC
EEw }{}{ 0 ν→ . 
Both these functions contain an exponential dependence on the number of degrees of 
freedom N (N is infinite in the thermodynamic limit). Therefore the function BC EEW ][][ 0 ν→  
has a very narrow maximum at the most probable, equilibrium macropath 
][][ )0()0(
0 νEE →  (the width of this maximum is proportional to N/1 ). The number of 
different macropaths ][][
0 νEE →  in the width of this maximum has a power-law 
dependence on N while the number ][][ 0 νEEg →  of micropaths }{}{ 0 νEE →  corresponding 
to each of these macropaths ][][
0 νEE →  has the exponential dependence on N. For the 
normalization of the function BC EEW ][][ 0 ν→  we obtain  
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)]([1 )0(
}{}{][][][][ln
][][
][][ )0()0(
0
)0()0(
0
)0()0(
0
0
0
tEwgWW BC
EEEE
BC
EE
EE
BC
EE ννν
ν
ν →→→→
→ ≡≈= ∑ . (16) 
where the symbol “≈ln” means that in the thermodynamic limit N → +∞  all power-law 
multipliers are neglected in comparison with the exponential dependence on N. Further 
on, the symbol “≈ln” will mean the accuracy of an exponential dependence on N 
neglecting all power-law dependences (logarithmic accuracy). For the logarithm of 
such equations we will use symbol “≈”. 
From equation (16) we conclude that  
)]([/1 )0(
}{}{ln][][ )0()0(0
)0()0(
0
tEwg BC
EEEE νν →→
≈ . (17) 
In equation (15) for the equilibrium entropy the function BC EEw }{}{ 0ln ν→  has a 
power-law dependence on N in comparison with the functions ][][ 0 νEEg →  and 
BC
EEw }{}{ 0 ν→  
which have the exponential dependences on N. Therefore for the equilibrium entropy 
we obtain 
][][][][
)0(
}{}{ )0()0(0
)0()0(
0
)0()0(
0
ln)]([ln
ννν EEEE
BC
EE
BC SgtEwS →→→ =≈−≈ . (18) 
6.3. Boltzmann formalism 
In equation (8) for the probabilities of micropaths we see not only the exponential 
Boltzmann dependence on energies but also the dependence contained in the partition 
function ( ) ( )∑∑ −−=−−≡ →
→ ]'[
]'[}{
}{:}'{}{
/)'(exp/)'(exp)(
E
EE
givenisEEE
BC TEEgTEEEZ . To obtain more 
clear understanding of the behavior of our ensemble we need to find what the 
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dependence )(EZ BC  is. If we look at thermodynamic systems in the non-equilibrium 
canonical ensembles, like heat conductivity problems, we find that usually the 
differences of energies between the previous and the next non-equilibrium states are 
minor. The energy comes in or goes out only through the degrees of freedom in 
immediate contact with the thermobath. The number of these degrees of freedom 
ddN /)1( −  is related to the total number of degrees of freedom N as the surface 1−dL  of a 
lattice with the linear size L is related to the volume of this lattice dL , where d is the 
dimensionality of embedding space. Therefore we see, that when the system moves 
into a new state it changes only a minor fraction ddE /)1( −  of its energy leaving the bulk 
volume of the energy E intact. Therefore the relative change of energy is 
dddd NEEE /1/1/)1( / −−− ∝= . This resembles the situation of equilibrium statistical 
mechanics when the relative fluctuations of energy have an order of N/1 . In that case 
with logarithmic accuracy we could estimate the partition function as its major term. 
Similarly, with logarithmic accuracy we can estimate ( )∑ −−≡ →
]'[
]'[}{ /)'(exp)(
E
EE
BC TEEgEZ  
as its major term []}{ln)( →≈ EBC gEZ  where []}{ →Eg  is the number of paths leading from the 
given microlevel }{E  onto some nearest or the same macrolevel. We can assume that 
[]}{ →Eg  is proportional to the degeneracy of this macrolevel ][Eg : 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∑−−= ∫=→ − TSTEZtEw i EBC
BC
EE i
//exp1)]([
1
][}{}{ 10
ν
νν  (19) 
where ][ 1−iES  is the state (not path) entropy of the macrolevel ][ 1−iE , defined in 
section 2: ][][ 11 ln −− = ii EE gS . From statistical mechanics we know that the degeneracy 
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][ 1−iE
g  grows as a power-law of 
1−iE  with the exponent being proportional to N. For 
example, for the case of an ideal gas we have { }NE NENVconstg 2/13/1ln][ )/()/(≈  where V 
is the volume. Therefore in the case of the canonical ensemble T = const, V = const, 
N = const for probability (8) of an ideal gas we obtain 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
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⎛∑−−= ∫= −→ TETEZtEw i iBC
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where ( )TEZ BC /exp
0
−∝  and ∫T  is some constant determined by the structure of the 
energy spectrum. It is easy to see that ZBC is the path partition function of the system 
∑
→
∫= − ⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛∑−−=
{}{} 1
1
/ln/exp TETEZ
i i
BC ν
ν .  
The temperature NT /1∝∫  of the system is complementary to the integral of the 
logarithm of the energy evolution: ∫∑ ∝
= −
νν t
i
i
dttEE
01
1
)(lnln  or to the integral of the entropy 
evolution: ∫∑ ∝
= −
νν t
i
E dttSS i
0
[]
1
][ )(1 . Similar results were suggested by other studies [12, 15, 
21] but in those studies it was an integral not of the state entropy but of the total 
probability (10). In our research (together with [22]) we have narrowed the functional 
dependence to the integral of the evolution of state entropy. In fact, we redeveloped 
Feynman’s formalism of path integrals, only in our case action is proportional not to 
the integral of state energy but to the integral of state entropy. 
The exponent of probability distribution (19a) and the order parameters 
appearing in it significantly depend on the system and ensemble considered. Further on 
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for simplicity we will follow only the case of dependence (19a) for an ideal gas, 
however we should remember that equation (19a), in contrast to equation (19), is 
system dependent and not universal. Firstly, the structure of the Markov process could 
significantly change our assumption that ][[]}{ln)( EEBC ggEZ ∝≈ → . Secondly, other 
ensembles may introduce complications. So, if we change the BC from isochoric 
V = const to isobaric P = const, we obtain  
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎠
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where we are again able to couple order parameters and temperatures, keeping things 
simple. However if we change our ensemble from the canonical N = const to the grand 
canonical μ = const, we cannot already separate E, V, and N and have to introduce a 
new, complex order parameter, which for an ideal gas will be 
( )2/13/1 )/()/(ln NENVconstN . 
Finally, the situation becomes even more complex if we consider finite spectra 
like of the Ising model. For the Ising model without spin interactions the energy of a 
system’s microlevel is proportional to the magnetization of this microlevel. Therefore 
for the degeneracy of a macrolevel we obtain ( ){ } ( ){ } 11][ !2//1!2//1! −− −+= BENBENNg E  
where B is external magnetic field. Then the probability distribution (19) becomes 
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Therefore we see that dependence (19a) is not universal and the choice of order 
parameters depends on the system considered. For the purpose of simplicity we 
consider only the case of the system whose energy spectrum is similar to that of an 
ideal gas (19a). For other cases all further formulae can be derived in the similar way. 
Because during one time-step the energy exchange with the thermobath is 
limited to the order of ddN /)1( − , we can generally expect that []}{ln)( →≈ EBC gEZ  in (8) (the 
partition function is determined by the energy of the initial state of exodus) and 
]'[{}ln]'[}{ EEE gg →→ ≈  in (9) (the degeneracy is determined by the final state of destination) 
where generally ][{}ln[]}{ EE gg →→ ≈ . In this case in (10) many multipliers cancel out 
leaving 
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01
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 (10a) 
( )TEg E /exp][{} νν −∝ → . 
In other words, in this case the probability of the macropath degenerates to the 
probability of its final state, as if in the equilibrium canonical ensemble, only instead of 
the degeneracy of that state its incoming connectivity should be used. 
6.4. Path free energy action 
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For the system isolated in a macropath ][][
0 νEE →  the probabilities of micropaths are 
][][}{}{ 00
/1
νν EEEE
gw →→ =  and we define the ‘action’ of the Helmholtz energy for this 
macropath as 
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where BC EEZ ][][ 0 ν→  is the partial path partition function [11] of this macropath: 
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⎛−−= ∑ ∑ . Therefore for the 
action of the Helmholtz energy we obtain ( )BC EEBCA EE WZ ][][][][ 00 ln νν →→ −=Φ . 
As to the ‘action’ of the Helmholtz energy we have referred to the quantity 
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1
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/ln/
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ν
ν EE
i
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A
EE STETE →∫
= −
→ −⎟⎠
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⎛+≡Φ ∑ . A careful Reader notices that if we define 
the Helmholtz energy as ][][
1
1][][ 00
/ln
νν
ν
ν EE
i
iEE
TSTETEA →∫
= −
→ −⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛+≡ ∑ , its action is just the 
free energy divided by the temperature TA EEA EE /][][][][ 00 νν →→ ≡Φ . Why we decided to 
utilize the action instead of the habitual Helmholtz energy itself we discuss in 
Appendix A. 
The true free energy potential that should be maximized for paths is the 
probability of these paths BC EEW ][][ 0 ν→ , given by equation (10). However, ∫T , T and Z
BC are 
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positive constants and the logarithmic function is the monotonically increasing 
dependence. Therefore we see that the Helmholtz energy or its action 
( )BC EEBCA EE WZ ][][][][ 00 ln νν →→ −=Φ  can play the role of the free energy potential that should be 
minimized. 
In Gibbs equilibrium statistical mechanics an equilibrium state is found as a 
minimum of a free energy potential. For the equilibrium microcanonical ensemble the 
free energy potential is the negative entropy ∑>≡≡<−
{}
{}{}{} lnln wwwS ; for the 
equilibrium canonical ensemble the free energy potential is the Helmholtz energy 
]ln[ln {}
{}
{}{}{}{} wTEwwTEA +>≡<+>≡< ∑  (for the canonical ensemble the minimization 
of the Helmholtz free energy is sometimes referred to as a maximization of the 
entropy. We discuss the difference in Appendix B). For the case of a general 
equilibrium ensemble in Gibbs equilibrium statistical mechanics the principle of the 
minimization of the free energy potential always works because this potential is always 
proportional to the minus logarithm of the probability distribution with the external 
boundary constraints as constants of proportionality [for detailed discussion see 10]. 
We see that the same principle is valid and for the case of non-equilibrium statistical 
mechanics, only now we have to construct the free energy potential not for states but 
for paths. So, for the path non-equilibrium microcanonical ensemble the negative path 
entropy 
∑
→
→→→ >≡≡<−
{}{}
{}{}{}{}{}{} lnln wwwS  (21) 
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plays the role of the free energy potential. This ensemble corresponds to the situation 
when all possible paths are equiprobable. 
For the path non-equilibrium canonical ensemble the role of the free energy 
potential is played by the action of the Helmholtz energy 
>≡<+>⋅<+>≡<Φ →∫∫ {}{}
0
ln/)'(ln'/)()( wTtEdtTtEt
t
A  (22) 
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So, we see that our non-equilibrium system has two parameters similar to a 
Hamiltonian: one is the value of the energy at the final microlevel and another is the 
integral of the logarithm of energy. These two parameters could be called ‘path’ 
Hamiltonians or path order parameters. 
For the equilibrium macropath ][][ )0()0(
0 νEE →  the action of the Helmholtz energy 
is BCA
EE
Zln
][][ )0(0
)0(
0
−≈Φ →  which coincides with the equilibrium Helmholtz energy 
obtained by the averaging of the ensemble in equilibrium with the BC T 
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6.5. Production of state free energy  
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For the equilibrium canonical ensemble the sharp minimum of a free energy potential 
is provided by the competition of two exponential dependences: the Boltzmann 
probability, decreasing with the increase of energy, and the degeneracy of macrolevels, 
increasing with the increase of energy. Similar situation we see for the path action (22): 
the Boltzmann distribution of integrals of state entropies competes with the degeneracy 
of paths. Therefore at the equilibrium path the path action has a very narrow minimum, 
corresponding to the very narrow maximum of probability (10). This situation is 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1a. This minimum is of the action functional in the 
space of all possible paths. However, in statistical mechanics we used to describe a 
system by its state’s characteristics, not path’s characteristics. For example, many 
studies have been devoted to the investigation of the state free energy production. (In 
literature the term ‘entropy production’ is more common assuming that the state 
entropy is the free energy potential for a system and a thermobath, isolated together. 
We, for the reasons illustrated above and in Appendix B, prefer to utilize the ‘free 
energy potential’ terminology.) To investigate the behavior of the free energy of states 
we should return from path characteristics to characteristics of macrostates, previously 
defined in section 2. For the Helmholtz energy of a macrostate 
]'[
/'
]'[
]'[}{:}{
}{}{
]'[}{:}{
}{}{]'[ lnlnln E
TE
E
EEE
EE
EEE
EEE ZTegTwwTwEA −=−=+≡ −
∈∈
∑∑  we expect to have the 
narrow minimum at the equilibrium state, where the equilibrium path ends. For the 
same reason we can expect that during the path evolution the state Helmholtz energy 
can only decrease, as it is illustrated in Fig. 1b. However, we do not see how the 
supposed decrease of the state potential or its action would directly follow from the 
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choice of equilibrium path as a minimum of (20). Indeed, the minimum of (20) does 
not give us directly that 0/][ ≤dtdA E  or 0/][ ≤Φ dtd EA . To understand why, we need to 
consider some illustrative models. 
Firstly, we imagine a system with perfect connectivity where each microlevel 
can move onto any other microlevel. In other words, all path are allowed and nothing 
prevents the system to choose the equilibrium macrostate already at the first time-step. 
This situation corresponds to equilibrium statistical mechanics, when a system 
immediately jumps into the equilibrium state without any intermediate steps. The state 
free energy already at the first time-step decreases to its minimal value, as it is 
illustrated in Fig. 1c. Its production rate dtdA E /][  is a negative delta-function, illustrated 
in Fig. 1d. 
For the second model process we assume that the connectivity of microlevels is 
such that the equilibrium path has the same shift of energy at each time-step. For 
example, we can imagine a boundary of a thermobath such that at each time-step it 
emits or consumes only one quant of energy, and each time this quant has a prescribed 
constant value of energy. In this case the equilibrium path will switch macrolevels with 
this quant of energy as a constant shift at each time-step. This situation is illustrated in 
Fig. 1e. Due to the ‘bell’ shape of the minimum of the state free energy, the production 
of the state free energy is initially negative, and its absolute value initially increases but 
then decreases to zero, as illustrated in Fig. 1f. These effects of the initial increase of 
negative production followed by the steady regime and then followed by the decrease 
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of negative production are all the effect of the limited connectivity. For a macrostate 
far from the equilibrium state the product TEE eg /][ −  is almost zero, therefore the state 
Helmholtz energy of this macrostate TEEE egTA /][][ ln −−=  is zero for many initial time-
steps. So, the absolute value of its production rate is initially small but increases. The 
maximum steady production rate corresponds to the steepest slope of the minimum of 
the state free energy. And then, at the bottom of this minimum, the production 
decreases to zero along the equilibrium path. 
The constant value of energy shift for each time-step above could be substituted 
by other connectivity conditions. For example, for an ideal gas its molecules after 
collisions with the thermobath boundary gain or loose the amount of energy which on 
average as significant as the system is far from the equilibrium. Indeed, a slow-moving 
molecule of a cold gas would take more energy from the hot thermobath wall than a 
molecule of a gas which is as hot as the thermobath. Therefore as a third possible 
alternative we could consider a situation where energy shifts are larger far from the 
equilibrium state and smaller in its vicinity. This model would give the behavior 
analogous to the previous case. 
Summarizing the case of the limited connectivity, some paths are prohibited; 
therefore the system approaches the equilibrium state only after some number of steps. 
These steps approach the minimum of the state free energy potential. This corresponds 
to the traditional point of view that the most-probable process in the system always 
decreases the state free energy potential. The crucial fact here is that the degeneracy of 
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paths between two close macrolevels has an order of the degeneracy of these 
macrolevels. Only this provides the tendency for a system to decrease its state free 
energy potential. If this would not be true, the behavior of a system could be 
anomalous.  
For example, as the last possible alternative of connectivity, we could imagine a 
system whose degeneracy of macrolevels ][Eg  would increase with the increase of 
energy of these macrolevels, but whose connectivity of macrolevels would decrease 
with the increase of energy. In other words, the higher the energy, the higher the 
degeneracy of the spectrum, but the lower the number of connections of each 
microlevel to other microlevels. The state of global equilibrium 0/)(
0
/
][ =− dEegd TEE  in 
such a system would have some finite, non-zero energy E0, but this state would be 
unstable. Any perturbation of this state would cause a transient process, leading the 
system to zero energy and increasing the state free energy potential. In other words, the 
minimum of the state free energy potential in this case is unstable, and the system 
tends, contrary to classical expectations, to increase its free energy. As an example, we 
can imagine a system which can consume energy from a thermobath only by collisions 
of its molecules with the boundary but which can emit energy back to the thermobath 
by photon emission. The mechanism of energy consumption only by molecules in the 
vicinity of the boundary cannot prevail the connectivity of energy emission when each 
molecule can emit a quant. Therefore, in spite that the thermobath dictates the higher 
temperature to the gas, the last will be much colder due to inverse connectivity.  
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Therefore, in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics the behavior of the state free 
energy significantly depends on the connectivity type of a particular system under 
consideration and it is irrelevant to discuss the behavior of the state free energy without 
a reference to a particular case of connectivity. A system can increase or decrease its 
free energy production rate during the same process, and this production can become 
even positive. This has happened because we returned from the path’ quantities to the 
state’s quantities. It seems that each time we try to return to simpler for us state point 
of view, non-equilibrium statistical mechanics makes such returns cumbersome and 
tangled. When we consider only the path formalism, everything immediately becomes 
straightforward. Indeed, any system has a strong tendency to minimize its path free 
energy, but for the state free energy the answer is already not so straightforward. 
6.6. Balance equation 
At the point of the maximum of BC EEW ][][ 0 ν→  (which corresponds to the equilibrium 
macropath ][][ )0()0(
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and (25) 
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at the equilibrium macropath. These equations could be used as the definitions of the 
temperatures. As both the entropy of a macropath ][][][][ 00 ln νν EEEE gS →→ =  and the path 
equilibrium entropy 
][][ )0()0(0 νEE
BC SS →≈  have the same functional dependence on E(t) and 
E(0)(t) respectively, we obtain 
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This is an analog of the energy-balance equation - an equation of path balance 
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. Returning from equation (19a) to equation (19) we 
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. This equation could be obtained 
directly by the differentiation of equation (14) as the logarithm of equation (9). 
Above we utilized the assumption of ‘equiconnectivity’. We assumed that all 
microlevels of a given macrolevel have identical connectivities to other macrolevels. If 
this assumption is not true for a system, we would have to split energy macrolevels 
into sub-macrolevels gathered by the connectivity properties. Then, similarly to how 
we varied the paths in the time-energy space, we would also have to vary the paths is 
the space of connectivity properties. Although this introduces major complications for 
the theory, it will provide the same narrow maximum of the probability of macropaths. 
7. Random walk of excitations 
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In this section we will illustrate all concepts developed above for a simple example of 
random walk of excitations. As a model we consider a lattice of discrete sites (atoms). 
The total number of sites on the lattice is N which is infinite in the thermodynamic 
limit. Linear size of the lattice equals dNL /1∝  sites and the boundary between the 
lattice and the thermobath consists of ddN /1−  sites where d is the dimensionality of 
embedding space.  
We assume that each site (atom) has a discrete set of energy levels, all separated 
by the constant interval of energy EΔ : energy levels of an atom are ,...3,2,,0 EEE ΔΔΔ  
Then the system has a spectrum of macrolevels ],...3[],2[],[],0[ EEE ΔΔΔ  Macrolevel ]0[  
consists of only one microlevel }0{  where all atoms are on the 0st energy levels. 
Macrolevel ][ EΔ  consists of N microlevels }{ EΔ  where all atoms are on the 0st energy 
levels except one which is on the 1st energy level. Macrolevel ]2[ EΔ  consists of 
)!2)!2/((! −NN  microlevels }2{ EΔ  where all atoms are on the 0st energy levels except 
two which are on the 1st energy level and N microlevels }2{ EΔ  where all atoms are on 
the 0st energy levels except one which is on the 2nd energy level. And so on. For a 
macrolevel ][ EnΔ  the degeneracy of this macrolevel is )!)!1/(()!1( nNnN −+− . Following 
Boltzmann’s approximation of a classical gas, we can assume that the number of 
excitations n is large: 1>>n , infinite in the thermodynamic limit, has an order of but is 
much less than the number of degrees of freedom N: Nn ∝ , Nn << . This allows us to 
assume that the occupation number of each level of atom’s spectrum is much less than 
unity. Following this approximation we can neglect quantum effects of multiple 
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identical excitations of the same site and approximate the degeneracy of the macrolevel 
][ EnΔ  as  
nnNEn NnNnnnN
N
nN
nNg
)/()/1(
1
!)!(
!
!)!1(
)!1(
lnln][ −Δ −≈−≈−
+−=  (27) 
We limit connectivity of our model so that excitations can move only between 
adjacent pairs of sites. Interaction with the thermobath is limited to appearance and 
disappearance of excitations at the boundary sites. When the system moves from a 
microlevel }{ EnΔ  to a microlevel }'{ En Δ , new n’ excitations of the new microlevel are 
organized by all possible moves of previous n excitations in q possible directions to q 
adjacent sites, where q is the coordination number of the lattice. Also k  excitations at 
the boundary sites could go to the thermobath while knn +− )'(  excitations should come 
from the thermobath to the boundary sites. Therefore the number of possible paths 
leading from the microlevel }{ EnΔ  to the macrolevel ]'[ En Δ  with logarithmic accuracy 
is 'nq  possible moves of the remaining excitations times )!!/()!( /)1(/)1( kNkN dddd −− +  as a 
choice of leaving excitations times ))!)'((!/()!)'(( /)1(/)1( knnNknnN dddd +−+−+ −−  as a choice 
of coming excitations. We assume that the system is in a state close to the equilibrium 
state with the thermobath and we could expect that on the average less than one 
excitation can leave or come at each boundary site. Therefore both the second and the 
third multipliers have an order of !/)1( ddN −  which we with logarithmic accuracy neglect 
in comparison with the first multiplier 'nq : NnN dd ∝<<− /)1( . This gives us the number 
of paths, leading from the microlevel }{ EnΔ  to the macrolevel ]'[ En Δ , as 
]'[{}
'
ln]'[}{ En
n
EnEn gqg Δ→Δ→Δ ≡≈ . (28) 
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We should notice a peculiar fact that the number of paths, leading from a microlevel, 
does not depend on the energy of this microlevel of initiation. This happed because the 
possible change of energy is limited to EN dd Δ− /)1(  and in this close range the 
connectivity of the model does not depend on the choice of the initial microlevel.  
The probability for a microlevel }{ EnΔ  to move to a microlevel }'{ En Δ  is  
( )TEnn
EnZ
w BC
BC
EnEn /)'(exp})({
1
}'{}{ Δ−−Δ≡Δ→Δ . (29) 
where ( )∑
ΔΔ→Δ
Δ−−≡Δ
givenisEnEnEn
BC TEnnEnZ
}{:}'{}{
/)'(exp})({  is the partition function for the initiation 
from the given microlevel }{ EnΔ . Recalling that our connectivity is limited to the 
energy range EN dd Δ− /)1(  where it is independent of the destination point, we obtain 
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[]}{ln
/)1(
/)'(exp})({ . (30) 
where nEn qg ln[]}{ ≈→Δ  is the number of paths, leading from a given microlevel to any 
macrolevel in the possible energy range EN dd Δ− /)1( . We should definitely differentiate 
why we used 'ln]'[{} nEn qg ≈Δ→  in (28) and nEn qg ln[]}{ ≈→Δ  in (30). The situation is analogous 
to the case of the equilibrium canonical ensemble. The partition function depends on 
the initial state of exodus while the degeneracy, competing with the probability, is the 
degeneracy of the final state of destination. However, we always can assume that 
][{}lnln[]}{ En
n
En gqg Δ→→Δ ≈≈ . 
The number of terms in sum (30) has an order of ddN /)1( − , each of them has an 
order of ( )TENg ddEn /exp /)1([]}{ Δ− −→Δ , therefore with the logarithmic accuracy we obtain 
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n
En
BC qgEnZ ≡≈Δ →Δ []}{ln})({ . (31) 
If we consider a macropath ]|[]|[ 0 EnEn Δ→Δ ν , the probability of each micropath 
}|{}|{ 0 EnEn Δ→Δ ν  is 
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⎭⎬
⎫
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1
1
1 ν
ν
, 
where qET ln/Δ≡∫ . So, for the case of random walk of excitations we obtain Boltzmann 
distribution of final energies and of integrals of evolutions of energies. This model 
gives Feynman’s path integral formalism exactly. 
For the degeneracy of the macropath ]|[]|[ 0 EnEn Δ→Δ ν  we obtain 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧≈≈ ∑∏
=
Δ
=
Δ→ΔΔ→Δ
νν
ν
1
]|[ln
1
]|[{}]|[ln]|[]|[ ln|exp000
i
iEn
i
EnEnEnEn qngggg i . (33) 
The competence of (32) and (33) for the probability 
( )TEngtEwgtEW EnBC EnEnEnEnBC EnEn /|exp)]([)]([ ][{}}{}{][][][][ 000 Δ−∝= Δ→Δ→ΔΔ→ΔΔ→Δ ννννν  (34) 
to observe the macropath ]|[]|[ 0 EnEn Δ→Δ ν  in the ensemble gives a very narrow 
maximum and a very narrow minimum for the path free energy action: 
( )BC EnEnBCA EnEn WZ ][][][][ 00 ln Δ→ΔΔ→Δ −=Φ νν . We see that in the case of our model the probability 
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of a macropath is equivalent to the probability of its final state, as if in the equilibrium 
canonical ensemble, only instead of the degeneracy of that state we should use its 
incoming connectivity. 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper we have developed the formalism of non-equilibrium statistical 
mechanics for non-equilibrium phenomena. Far from the state of equilibrium we 
switched from the states to the paths to base our theory on the most basic quantities 
which directly determine the probability ensembles. We developed non-equilibrium 
statistical mechanics for the path ensembles and found the equation of equilibrium 
path, the path balance equation, the expression for the path entropy and the path free 
energy potential. Also we showed that an ensemble of systems can be described in 
terms of the effective temperatures. Although we used the non-equilibrium canonical 
ensemble to illustrate all concepts developed, our results have general applicability to 
any other ensemble. Another important result of this paper is that we generalized Gibbs 
principle of the minimization of the free energy potential for path ensembles, only in 
this case instead of characteristics of the states we had to move to characteristics of the 
paths. 
Appendix A 
Let us consider as an example the case of equilibrium Gibbs statistical mechanics and, 
in particular, an equilibrium grand canonical ensemble at constant temperature 
T = const, constant pressure P = const, and constant chemical potential μ = const as 
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BCs. Then we have three ‘effective’ temperatures: T, T / P, and -T / μ in the 
equilibrium distribution of probabilities 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−−−−= )/(/exp
1
},,{ μT
N
PT
V
T
E
Z
w BC
BC
NVE  (A1) 
where },,{ NVE  refers to a microstate with energy E, volume V, and N particles. We 
choose one of the temperatures, T, to be explicitly present ahead of the exponent 
in (A1) to represent the free energy: 
TSNPVES
T
N
PT
V
T
ET −−+=⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −−++≡Ω μμ)/(/ . (A2) 
As dNPdVTdSdE μ+−=  for quasi-equilibrium processes, for the differential of (A2) 
we obtain the habitual equation 
SdTNdVdPd −−=Ω μ . (A3) 
Although this equation provides relations for the derivatives of the free energy, we still 
can obtain its more symmetric form. We define the ‘action’ of the free energy as the 
minus exponent of the probability distribution (A1) minus the entropy 
S
T
N
PT
V
T
E
T
−−++≡
Ω≡ΦΩ
)/(/ μ . (A4) 
For its differential we obtain 
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This form is clearly more symmetric because all extensive, variable quantities are 
accompanied by the differentials of the respective constant temperatures as it is 
supposed to be for the differential of the free energy action. Sometimes we cannot 
prefer one temperature among others. In particular, this situation occurs in statistical 
mechanics of multifractals [23], where the distribution of probabilities is a symmetric 
form of all temperatures. 
Therefore the action of the free energy is more suitable to be employed instead 
of the free energy itself. The difference is a constant multiplier which does not 
influence the minimization principle. 
Of course, the grand canonical ensemble was used here only as an example, and 
the discussion above works for any other ensemble.  
Appendix B 
In Gibbs equilibrium statistical mechanics an equilibrium state is found as a minimum 
of a free energy potential. For the equilibrium microcanonical ensemble the free energy 
potential is the negative entropy  
∑>≡≡<−
{}
{}{}{} lnln wwwS . (B1) 
In other words, to find the equilibrium distribution of probabilities we need to 
minimize (B1) with the constraint 1
{}
{} =∑w . This is called the principle of entropy 
maximization. 
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For the equilibrium canonical ensemble the same principle of entropy 
maximization is also often used [24]. In this case to find the equilibrium distribution of 
probabilities we need to minimize (B1) with two constraints 1
{}
{} =∑w  and 
BCEEw =∑ {}
{}
{}  where E
BC is the value of energy prescribed by the thermobath. This 
minimization gives the correct Boltzmann distribution, however we could find this 
approach to be artificial. Indeed, why should we apply the second constraint 
BCEEw =∑ {}
{}
{}  when nothing restricts the system to consume as much energy as it 
would like and only on average to correspond to the thermobath? Applying constraints, 
we would expect them to act on the level of microstates but not on the level of 
averaged quantities. 
The reason is that the true free energy potential that should be minimized for the 
canonical ensemble is the Helmholtz energy  
]ln[ln {}
{}
{}{}{}{} wTEwwTEA +>≡<+>≡< ∑  (B2) 
or its action 
]ln/[ln// {}
{}
{}{}{}{} wTEwwTETA
A +>≡<+>≡<≡Φ ∑ ) (B3) 
but not the entropy [10]. Indeed, in this case we obtain the correct Boltzmann 
distribution using only the ‘true’ constraint 1
{}
{} =∑w .  
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Although both methods give the same result, the minimization of the free energy 
potential (or its action) seems to be more beautiful scientifically because the free 
energy potential (or its action) directly refers to the distribution of probabilities as a 
minus logarithm of this distribution. Also this approach appears to be more 
fundamental because it uses the true boundary constraint of constant temperature, 
applicable on the level of microstates, and not the secondary quantities like the 
averaged energy of the ensemble. 
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Figure 1. A schematic illustration of (a) minimum of a path action functional over the 
space of all possible paths; (b) usual tendency of a system to decrease its free energy 
along the equilibrium path; (c-d) a system with unlimited connectivity; (e-f) a system 
with limited connectivity. 
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